DIEMM
singer songwriter
& spoken word poet

Diemm: Dreaming Aloud

Media Links
LIVE VIDEO SONG

Crystalline vocals. Lyrics like arrows. Ethereal folk harp.

https://youtu.be/z5liEr5o-Mc

Diemm is a harp-playing singer-songwriter and spoken

SPOTIFY

word poet, dreaming aloud. She plays original Chamber

https://spoti.fi/2Upxngt

Folk music, with poetry will weave new layers between

IMAGES on DROPBOX

the conscious and subconscious mind. She says, “I don’t

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ot

write poetry, it writes me.”

qsvxfv9pfx7xh/AACioSrQC1x8sf6y9YeL5Dqa?dl=0

In addition to winning the 2019 Independent Music

FACEBOOK

Award for her spoken word poem ‘Mythmaker,’ Diemm’s

www.facbook.com/diemmmusic

writing has been reviewed in favourable comparison to

YOUTUBE

the

https://www.youtube.com/user/

Cohen. She lives a simple life in the mountains near

Harppixie

Kaslo BC, and sometimes she hyperventilates about how

INSTAGRAM @diemm.music

beautiful the natural world is.

Short Bio
Crystalline vocals. Lyrics like

iconic

Pablo

Neruda

and

Leonard

dreams aloud, to find that one note, that one resonant
chord that opens a cascade of ‘yes’ inside you.

Media Quotes

is a singer songwriter, dreaming
Folk music, with poetry that tugs

Rumi,

To entertain is one thing. To enrich is another. Diemm

arrows. Ethereal folk harp. Diemm
aloud. She plays original Chamber

poets

Diemm has the incredible ability to discuss heavy, sad, or even
complicated topics in a manner that makes them sound light.

at the layers between the

~ Alana Ballantyne, Two Story Melody

conscious and subconscious mind.
Diemm sings a lot of otherworldly melodies that sound as if they

Contact

might’ve been inspired by Indian ragas or Punjabi folk songs. And
the spoken word pieces work because Diemm is a truly expressive
raconteur.

PO Box 551 Kaslo BC
Canada V0G 1M0

~ Roots Music Canada

As soon as [Diemm] started into her spoken word, I froze... some of

www.diemm.ca

the very best poetry I’ve ever heard spoken aloud stopped me in my

diemm.music@gmail.com

just hanging onto every word. Her hands, her voice — it all moved

tracks. It reminded me of how I felt when I first read Pablo Neruda,
together to capture the words in an expression of depth and

250-353-3412

sincerity.

~Gina Bégin, Kootenay Rockies Tourism

